Introduction
In the early 1970's, B. Mazur and P. Swinnerton-Dyer constructed a p-adic L-function for an elliptic curve E/Q when p is good ordinary. Their L-function is an Iwasawa function, i.e. a p-adic analytic function convergent on the closed p-adic unit disc, and interpolates special values of the complex L-series of E twisted by various characters. Later that decade, Mazur formulated the Iwasawa theory for elliptic curves at these good ordinary primes, relating the p-adic L-function to the Selmer group over the cyclotomic Z p -extension Q ∞ . The good supersingular case (the one for which the trace of Frobenius a p is divisible by p) has not been in as good a shape yet. Thanks to the work of R. Pollack from the early 2000's, we now have a pair of Iwasawa functions in the case a p = 0, for which S. Kobayshi was able to formulate a pair of Iwasawa main conjectures by relating each of Pollack's Iwasawa functions to a modified Selmer group. However, the general supersingular case has so far seemed less amenable to analysis. The main theorems of this article obtain an appropriate pair of Iwasawa functions and relate them to a new pair of modified Selmer groups via a pair of main conjectures. Our pairs of Iwasawa functions and Selmer groups compare favorably with the works of Pollack and Kobayashi when reduced to the case a p = 0.
More precisely, let Γ := Gal(Q ∞ /Q). We can identify the ring of power series Z p [[X] ] with Z p [[Γ] ]. In the good ordinary case, Mazur's and Swinnerton-Dyer's p-adic L-function (see [MSD] , but also [Ma1] ) is an element of Q p ⊗ Z p [[X] ] and thus an Iwasawa function, but conjecturally should live in the simpler ring Z p [[X] ]. Mazur conjectured in [Ma2] that the Selmer group is Z p [[X] ]-cotorsion (i.e. the Pontryagin dual is Z p [[X] ]-torsion -Kato proved this in [Ka] ), and conjectured that the p-adic L-function generates its characteristic ideal. This is the main conjecture, a proof of which has been announced by Skinner and Urban [SU] .
In the 1980's, Mazur, Tate, and Teitelbaum constructed more general p-adic L-functions in [MTT] , among others for the supersingular (a.k.a. extraordinary) case, reconstructing p-adic Lfunctions of Višik [Vi] , and Amice and Vélu [AV] . This case contains infinitely many primes p by a theorem of Elkies [El] , but the p-adic L-functions are no longer elements of Z p [[X] ] ⊗ Q p , and correspondingly, the Selmer group is no longer Z p [[X] ]-cotorsion. In fact, there are two p-adic L-functions, one for each root α of the Hecke polynomial Y 2 − a p Y + p, denoted L p (E, α, X). In the last decade, Pollack noticed in [Pollack] that if a p = 0, one may get far by constructing auxiliary functions log ± p vanishing at all p n th roots of unity for n even (+) or n odd (−). Using analytic methods, he expressed each of these two p-adic L-functions as a certain sum, e.g. for p odd,
Kobayashi then constructed two Z p [[X] ]-cotorsion subgroups of the Selmer group Sel ± in [Kobayashi] and formulated a pair of Iwasawa main conjectures in the spirit of Mazur's ordinary one: Each of Pollack's L ± p -functions should generate the characteristic ideal of the Pontryagin duals of Sel ± . He used algebraic arguments to reconstruct Pollack's L ± p -functions and to define his Selmer groups, and proved a divisibility statement of his main conjecture via work of Kato, but still assumed a p = 0.
What makes the case a p = 0 so much more convenient than the case a p 0 is that it allowed Pollack and Kobayashi to give separate constructions for their appropriate objects L ± p , log ± , and Sel ± , which break down for a p 0. For example, Pollack worked his observation that the sum L p (E, α, X) + L p (E, α, X) vanishes at X = ζ p n − 1 for even n into the definition of log + . What makes Pollack's observation work is that α 2 = −p is an easy integer, since it is 1 modulo powers of p and signs! This two-periodicity of α and related objects was the crucial ingredient that made the arguments in Kobayashi's paper work as well. In this paper, we give a method that is independent of any periodicity, constructing the essential objects simultaneously. For example, there are four appropriate generalizations of log ± which we define as entries of a limit of an infinite product of 2 × 2 matrices. In general, we can't know just one of the four entries without knowing the other three since its definition involves information coming from every factor in the matrix product.
We then formulate a main conjecture in the spirit of Mazur's that relates our p-adic Lfunctions to subgroups of the Selmer group when p is odd, and prove a divisibility statement.
We note that the Hasse-Weil bound |a p | ≤ 2 √ p (see e.g. [Si, Chapter 5] ) forces p = 2 or p = 3 when a p 0. But we have worked out our methods so that they should generalize to general modular forms of weight two (with larger relevant primes). For elliptic curves, appropriate examples include any curve of conductor 11 (a 2 = −2) and a classical curve of Mordell given by y 2 + y = x 3 − x (a 2 = −2, a 3 = −3). A look at the Cremona tables reveals that 70 out of the 471 curves of conductor ≤ 299 have a p 0 for some supersingular p. The first curve with a 2 = 2 is 67A, that with a 3 = 3 is 140B, and the first curve with a 2 = 2, a 3 = 3 is 319A. The two curves 245A and 245B both have a 2 = −2, while a 3 = −3 for the first, and a 3 = 3 for the latter.
There has been much work in the direction of extending the theory presented in this paper. Antonio Lei [Le] has generalized Kobayashi's methods to modular forms of higher weight, as-suming a p = 0. Lei, Loeffler, and Zerbes have given one generalization to any odd prime of good reduction in [LLZ] for modular forms of higher weight using the theory of Wach modules. They show the existence of pairs of p-adic L-functions which live in (a ring analogous to 1 ) Z p [[X] ] ⊗ Q, and a matrix that relates them to the p-adic L-functions of Amice and Vélu, and Višik. It would be nice to see if these matrices could be expressed explicitly, and to construct p-adic L-functions in (the ring analogous to) Z p [[X] ], as in this paper. Their paper suggests that this is possible and is thus a huge hint for this question! Overview. We now give a sketch of our methods in the case of an odd prime p. Denote by
X p n−1 t the p n th cyclotomic polynomial, which is the irreducible polynomial for any primitive p n th root of unity ζ p n . Put k n = Q p (ζ p n+1 ), and let
The key construction in this paper is that of two 
Here, log ♯ α and log ♭ α are generalizations of Pollack's half-logarithms log ± p , which we construct together with the Coleman maps Col ♯ and Col ♭ by looking at Kurihara's P n -pairing (see [Ku] ): Denote by T the p-adic Tate module. From Honda's theory of formal groups, there is a system of elements (c n 
. By using the essential assumption a p = 0, Kobayashi proved that the image of P n,c n−1 : H 1 (k n , T ) → Λ n vanished at all X = ζ p m − 1 for m ≤ n with the same parity as n. In this way, he recovered the zeros of log ± p (the sign depends on the parity of n). Dividing the image of P n,c n−1 by the minimal polynomial of these zeroes, he constructed maps Col ± n whose inverse limits would be Col ± . To treat the excluded case a p 0, these methods do not have to be modified quite that significantly. In Section 2, we define certain linear combinations δ i n of c n and c n−1 . These δ i n are periodic with respect to i, and if one ignores the sign, the periods are 2p for a p 0 and 2 for a p = 0 (for a p = 0, we just have δ i n = ±c n or = ±c n−1 ). Kobayashi's key accomplishment was to exhibit new zeroes (the primitive p n th roots of unity) for P n,c n−1 each time n was increased by 2. If we followed his method naïvely for a p 0, the periodicity of δ i n would only allow us to discover new zeroes each time n increased by 2p, which is too few, since the image would then not have the right growth properties. Rather than relying on any periodicity, we let linear algebra come to the rescue. We look at certain linear combinations of P n,δ i+1 n and P n,δ i n and show their images vanish at X = ζ p n − 1. In this way, we are able to write the function (P n,c n , P n,c n−1 ) :
n as a product of a function Col n times a product H n involving n matrices of the form
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we construct the generators δ i n and prove some basic properties. In Section 3, we construct the product of matrices H n that we just mentioned, and relate it to the pair of functions (P n,c n , P n,c n−1 ). Then in Section 4, we construct a limit matrix H and prove that its entries are in O(log p (1 + X) 1 2 ), as are Pollack's half-logarithms log ± p (1 + X). In Section 5, we construct the Coleman maps Col ♯ and Col ♭ and in Section 6, we construct log ♯ α and log ♭ α from H and prove our main theorem. In Section 7, we give a formulation of a pair of main conjectures for any odd supersingular prime, each in the spirit of Mazur's. Each is equivalent Kato's [Ka] , Perrin-Riou's [PR] , or Kurihara's [Ku] main conjecture. Let p be the prime ideal of Q ∞ above p, and 
is nonzero, and conjecturally both are. The theorem below is the key to our main conjecture: 
. We then use a theorem of Kato concerning his Euler systems to prove the following theorem: 
). The statements here correspond to the η = 1 case in the more precise statements of Section 7. In fact, we will work with the Iwasawa algebra
The smart reader will notice that some of our methods can (almost word-for-word) be applied to the setting of [IP] , where the authors work with a number field for which p (assumed to be odd) splits completely. Since the applications of the results there are however not generalizable to the case a p 0 at present and we included the prime p = 2 in our paper, we have decided to stick with Kobayashi's setting for convenience of the reader and simplicity. Notation. We attempt to keep the notation of [Kobayashi] . Thus, E is an elliptic curve over Q and p a prime so that E has good supersingular reduction at p, [ , I the identity matrix, and Φ n (X) = p−1 ∑ t=0 X p n−1 t the p n th cyclotomic polynomial, which is the irreducible polynomial for any primitive p n th root of unity ζ p n . Let N = n + 1 if p is odd, and
. Denoting the image of γ under the projection G ∞ → G n by γ n , we can similarly
Definition 2.1.
Kobayashi constructed a power series log
] that can be interpreted as the logarithm of a formal group F ss isomorphic to the formal groupÊ of the elliptic curve via Honda theory [Ho] . Although Kobayashi assumed a p = 0, Pollack has pointed out in [Po1] that this could be done for a p 0 as well. Both [Kobayashi] and [Po1] also assume p is odd, but Honda's theorems hold for p = 2 as well [Ho] , so we make no special assumption on a p or p in this paper until Section 7. We denote the trace map from F ss (m n+1 ) to F ss (m n ) by Tr n+1/n . The power series log F ss can be used to show the following result of Kobayashi:
is generated by c n and c n−1 when n ≥ 0. F ss (m −1 ) is generated by c −1 when p is odd, and F ss (m −2 ) = F ss (m −1 ) by c −2 when p = 2. They satisfy the relations:
Proof. This is essentially [Kobayashi, Proposition 8.12] and [Kobayashi, Lemma 8.9] . See also the discussion in [Po1, Theorem 3.1] for the cyclotomic Z p -extension of Q p with odd p. To allow arbitrary supersingular primes, we must modify Kobayashi's arguments, but not too much: What we need is a formal group whose logarithm is of Honda type t 2 − a p t + p. We thus look at the sequence {x k } given by
The logarithm giving rise to our formal group via Honda theory ( [Kobayashi, Theorem 8.3 iii)]) is then the power series
Note that to make Kobayshi's arguments work, we choose ε ∈ pZ so that log F ss (ε) = p p+1−a p . Addition in our formal group then allows us to construct
Proof. Multiplication by p is given by a power series
has constant term p×(unit), and is thus an Eisenstein polynomial of degree p 2 −1. It follows that the nontrivial torsion points live in a totally ramified extension of degree
For the case a p = 0, Kobayashi used a certain trace-compatibility of these generators [Kobayashi, Lemma 8.9 ] to define elements c ± n ∈ F ss (m n ), from which he was able to reconstruct Pollack's L ± p -functions. We will now give a more general construction that includes the case a p 0. i+1 for i < 0. We prove below (Integrality Lemma 2.9) that Y i has integral entries. Now put
For the reader's convenience, we include a table of the δ i n s.
Remark 2.5. When a p = 0, the δ i n are periodic in i with period 4, or 2 if one ignores signs, which was essential in the work of [Kobayashi] . The period is 4p (or 2p modulo signs) for a p 0, but in this paper, no argument needs this periodicity.
Proposition 2.6. Let n ≥ 0 and i ∈ Z. Then
) if i is odd, and
Note that the sums of the upper and lower indices of δ i+1 n and δ i n+1 are the same. Proof. From theorem 2.2, we have Tr n+1/n (c n+1 ) = a p c n −c n−1 , so the trace of yc n+1 +y ′ c n ∈Ê(m n+1 ) can be computed with the matrix A:
QED
Lemma 2.7.
Proof. We do the proof for odd i by two-way induction (if necessary, just read backwards):
Proof. Two-way induction as in the above proof. Note that (
e. Y i has integral coefficients and is invertible.
Proof. Since a p p ∈ Z, this is true for i = ±1. Now note that A 2 is an element of GL 2 (Z) multiplied by p. Now use Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.7, noting that AB − ∈ GL 2 (Z) and det
Proof. This follows from c n and c n−1 being generators forÊ(m n ) and det(Y i ) = ±1. QED 3. Construction of the zero-finding matrices H n (X)
Z p is the pairing coming from the cup product. Here, we have put
By linearity, the periodicity of δ i n carries over to P i n , and we also have
The main result of this section is the following proposition.
The proof of this proposition will occupy the rest of this section.
Lemma 3.5 (Tandem Lemma). Fix an integer n ≥ 0. Assume that for any i ∈ N, we are given
For l = 0, we put Q n+1 =q n+1 , Q n = q n . Now assume this holds for l ≥ 0. We first show Φ n−l (1 + X)|q n−l (X): By Observation 3.4 and the inductive hypothesis,
has no p-torsion, so we have q n−l (ζ p n−l − 1) = 0. Thus, we can indeed write q n−l (X) = Φ n−l (1 + X)q n−l (X). Since AB − ∈ GL 2 (Z), we now define
Proof. Consider the ring morphism
where
Denote by σ the image of σ by the natural projection [Kobayashi, Lemma 8.15 ] and the definition of the δ i n ,
commutes, where p * = 1 for odd i and p * = p for even i. The following thus commutes as well:
for an appropriate p−power p * . This implies that P i−n n maps into
Proof of Proposition 3.3. For any i ∈ N, put Q i := P i−n n (z) and apply the Tandem Lemma 3.5. We know that Q i ∈ Φ i (1 + X)Λ n from Lemma 3.6 for i ≤ n, so by equation (2),
QED
Notation 3.7. We define matrices H n with entries in Λ n by
.
. This might seem unnatural at first, since in Sections 4, 5, and 6, there are no problems if you formally replace (
(z)) while ignoringỸ. We need this definition to match a sign convention of Kobayashi (Remark 6.16), and because we need this setup in Section 7. The main proposition then becomes:
n so that we have
Construction and Growth Properties of H
We now scrutinize the growth properties of H n :
, and for a matrix with such entries, define its norm | | r by
Example 4.2.
when r ≥ p Proof. Using the norm | | r ,
This appears in the proof of [Pollack, Lemma 4.5] . There seems to be a typo. He meant to write
As n → ∞, the first term p Recall that N = n + 1 for p odd and N = n + 2 for p even. Now let us put
If in addition, g(X) is O( f (X)), then we say that f (X) ∼ g(X)
Lemma 4.8 (Growth Lemma). The entries of H are O(log
Proof. We give the proof for N = n + 1, since it is very similar for N = n + 2. Note that
for n even (cf. Corollary 2.8).
Thus,
From Example 4.3,
, so
for some constant c independent from r. From [Pollack, Lemma 4 .5], we have
so the entries of H are all O(log p (1 + X) 1 2 ), as desired. QED
Construction of the Coleman maps
In this section, we construct a map Col : 
Observation 5.2. Ker h i n is independent from i, and we henceforth denote it by Ker h n .
Proof. Right multiplication by
There is a unique homomorphism Col n so that the following commutes:
Proposition 5.5. The following diagram commutes:
Proof. As for the left square, commutativity follows from the trace compatibility of the P i n (see [Kobayashi, Lemma 8.15] ). The map β i ensures that we divide by the appropriate power of p in accordance with Definition 2.4 of δ 
Proof. The map h i n can be defined on Λ ⊕2 as well, as multiplication by the matrix H n Y i . Let π n be the projection Λ → Λ n and put M n := Ker π ⊕2 n • h i n (which is independent of i, cf. Observation 5.2). By definition, ω n (X)Λ ⊕2 ⊂ M n , from which
since M n is a free finitely generated Z p -module. We have
Assume for the moment that we also have
These two inclusions would induce module morphisms
which are inverses of each other, from which lim
Let us thus prove this second inclusion. It suffices to prove that
, and this is not a zero-divisor in
QED for Limit Proposition
In view of the Limit Proposition 5.7 and Corollary 5.6, we can make the following definition:
Definition 5.9. Let the Coleman map Col : H 1 Iw (T ) → Λ ⊕ Λ be the projective limit of Col n : [Wa, 6.3] ) that for a character η : ∆ → Z Definition 6.1.
Kato's zeta elements (see [Kobayashi, Theorem 5.2 i] and [Ka, Theorem 12.5 
Let ψ = ηχ be a non-trivial character of G n of conductor N, so that χ(γ n ) is a primitive p n th root of unity. We also let α and α be the two roots of X 2 − a p X + p. Recall that N = n + 1 for p odd, and N = n + 2 if p = 2. Let L(E, ψ, s) be the Hasse-Weil L-function with Dirichlet character ψ, and denote by Ω ± E the real and imaginary Néron periods, obtained by integrating an invariant differential 3 ω E . We can compare L(E, ψ, s) with its p-adic counterpart L p (E, α, η, X) of Mazur, Tate, and Teitelbaum originally due to Amice and Vélu [AV] , and Višik [Vi] : Theorem 6.2. Let the notation be as above. For the p-adic L-function L p (E, α, η, X) of [MTT] ,
where τ(ψ) is the Gauß sum
3 which is defined up to multiplication by ±1. We use the same ω E for constructing Ω ± and exp * ω E . 14 The statement of this theorem only makes sense after fixing an embedding of an algebraic closure Q of Q inside the completion of an algebraic closure of Q p : We fix an embedding Q → C p . We also fix an embedding Q → C. We would like to go further and compare both of these very
There is a map exp
where V = T ⊗ Q p and cotan(E/k n ) is the cotangent space of E/k n at the origin (see [Kobayashi, Section 8.7] ) with the following properties:
Proposition 6.3. The morphism P n,x in Definition 3.1 is given by
This is [Kobayashi, Proposition 8.25] . The following theorem is [Ka, Theorem 12 .5]:
Theorem 6.4 (Kato) . With notation as above,
Proposition 6.5. Let ζ p n be any primitive p n th root of unity. With notation as above,
which sends X to ζ p n − 1. Then by definition, the right hand side equals
But by Proposition 6.3,
by Theorem 6.4 and trace computations, which equals
Lemma 6.7. We have the matrix identity A
Proof. We obtain this by diagonalization or by induction. Note that 1 =
) .
Lemma 6.9. We have
Proof. From the Growth Lemma 4.8, log * α = log *
Definition 6.10. Let K be a finite extension of Q p . We let
Lemma 6.11 (Interpolation Lemma). Let 0 ≤ h < 1 be a real number, and let f (X),
n th roots of unity with n ≥ 1, then g(X) = f (X). [Co, Proposition I.4 
.5]), and thus log
We are now ready to state the main theorem:
Main Theorem 6.12.
. From Corollary 6.6 and Lemma 6.7, we have
Because this holds for all primitive p n th roots of unity ζ p n and both sides are O(log p (1 + X) 1 2 ), they agree by the Interpolation Lemma 6.11 above with h = 1 2
. QED Remark 6.13. By convention (e.g. [Pollack] ), we suppress the character η from the notation if it is trivial. Thus for the trivial character, we have
as in the introduction. Proposition 6.14 gives even more evidence for this conjecture via the fact that a positive proportion of elliptic curves has rank zero, cf. [BS] .
Remark 6.16. We can recover Kobayashi's and Pollack's results concerning a p = 0. We have
Thus we find that ( log
This shows that the extra factor of 1 2
in [Pollack, Theorem 5.6] comes from an extra factor of A −1
in Definition 4.5 of H because the conductor N is one larger than
The matrixỸ was inserted so as to match Kobayashi's construction for a p = 0. He constructed his L ± p from elements (c
. This is why c
The Two Selmer Groups
From now on, assume p is odd.
The Image of the Coleman Map
Recall that the map Col n from Proposition 5.3 was defined by
We can split the limit of these maps Col = lim ← − − n Col n and define ♯/♭-Coleman maps:
However, we cannot split Col n in general, since Ker h n lives in Λ n ⊕ Λ n . If n = 0, we have Ker h 0 = 0 and thus we can put: 
where the first map comes from the pairing given by the cup product ( , ) 0 : [Kobayashi, (8.23) 
Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
The surjectivity of Col ♭ follows from Nakayama's Lemma if we know that the corestriction cor is surjective, which is indeed the case since this is true at finite levels:
This can be seen as follows: The kernel of the restriction map
by the inflation-restriction sequence. But the formal group F ss has no p-power torsion in k n by Lemma 2.3, so H 0 (k n , V/T ) = 0. Thus the kernel is zero, so we are done after using Tate duality. QED ss . But since we also have P ∈ F ss (m 0 ), Tr 1/0 P = pP. Thus, 
Then we use Nakayama's Lemma as above.
We have that Col
1 , and from the previous Lemma 7.7 that F ss (m 1 )
The first (surjective) map is induced by the pairing in Definition 3.1, and the second map is Proof. From [Kobayashi, Proposition 7.1 and the limit of (7.18)], we have the exact sequence
noting that lim ← − −n E(K n,p n )⊗Z p = 0. Since L * p (E, η, X) 0 by assumption, the arguments in the proof of [Kobayashi, Theorem 7. 
To see that the entire sequence is exact, we can use the Cassels-Poitou-Tate exact sequence (cf. [PR, Appendix A.3.2] or [CS, Theorem 1.5] ) and the discussion in [Kobayashi] Conjecture 7.15. Both X ♯ (E/K ∞ ) and X ♭ (E/K ∞ ) are Λ-torsion.
Using work of Kato in an analogous way to Kobayashi, we now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 7.16. Let p be an odd supersingular prime, and * ∈ {♯, ♭} so that L * p (E, η, X) 0. Then for some integer n ≥ 0,
) if * = ♯, η 1, and a p = 0,
) for all other cases.
Further, if the p-adic representation Gal(Q/Q) → GL Z p (T ) on the automorphism group of the p-adic Tate module T is surjective, we can take n = 0.
To prove this, we need a proposition by Kurihara [Kobayashi, Proposition 7. 1 ii] and a theorem by Kato [Ka, Theorem 12.5] :
Theorem 7.16 then follows from Kato's divisibility statement in [Ka] . Open Problem 7.22. One of the insights in [Kobayashi] Remark 7.23. We also remark that the techniques of Pollack and Rubin [PR] can not be extended, since for an elliptic curve with complex multiplication supersingular at p, we always have a p = 0.
